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Cornerstone, United Kingdom, 2003. Paperback. Condition:
New. Language: English . Brand New Book. In the war against
the ruthless Yuuzhan Vong, the fall of Coruscant leaves the New
Republic divided by internal strife, and on the verge of bowing
to conquest. But those who steadfastly refuse to consider
surrender-Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Leia Organa Solo, and
their children and comrades-in-arms-are determined to seize
victory against overwhelming odds. And now, finally, there are
signs that the tide may be turning in the New Republic s favor.
After capturing crucial Yuuzhan Vong intelligence, Jedi fighterpilot Jaina Solo prepares to lead a daring surprise strike
against an enemy flagship. Meanwhile, Jaina s brother Jacenliberated from the hands of the enemy and newly schooled in
an even greater mastery of the Force by the Jedi Knight
Vergere-is eagerly poised to bring his unique skills to bear
against the invaders. And on Mon Calamari, the New Republic s
provisional capital, the retired, ailing hero Admiral Ackbar has
conceived a major tactical plan that could spell the beginning
of a swift end for the Yuuzhan Vong. Yet even as opposing
squadrons face off in the depths of space, intrigue runs
rampant: in the heated political race...
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Reviews
An exceptional publication as well as the font employed was exciting to see. it was actually writtern extremely
flawlessly and helpful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dominic Collins
This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n Von
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